Library updates

UNO Authors Showcase

On Tuesday, April 15th from 4:30-6:00 the library hosted its first UNO Authors Showcase. This showcase featured the recent work and research of UNO faculty and instructors. The showcase included an "Enlightening Round" and displayed recent publications and works from a variety of departments. Included is the work of Dongming Wei, from Mathematics and X. Rong Li from Electrical Engineering. The works from the UNO Authors Showcase will be on display on the 4th floor of the library until the end of the semester.

Your Feedback Is Important

In an effort to gain insight on this event, and future events that the library sponsors please complete this brief seven question survey. This survey is completely anonymous and will take less than five minutes to complete. This survey will be available until Friday, May 30th.

Collection Development Policies

In preparation for SACS, I have recently revised the library’s collection development policies for each of the departments for the College of Engineering, Mathematics, and Computer Science. These policies shape how books and other research related materials are added or removed from the current library collection. It is my goal that the policies accurately support and reflect the given department. Before the policies are finalized I would like your input, so that they accurately reflect each departments research needs and interests. If you have any comments or suggestions regarding the policies please let me know by Monday, May 12th.

ScholarWorks & SelectedWorks

Your research is important, share it so others worldwide can know about it too! ScholarWorks and SelectedWorks are online platforms that allow you to post your work so that individuals can find and learn about your research.

- ScholarWorks is an Institutional Repository (IRs) which brings together all of a University’s research under one umbrella, with an aim to preserve and provide access to that research.
- SelectedWorks is a component of ScholarWorks that allows UNO faculty to establish a personal author page to highlight research and scholarly efforts. Elements of the page can include personal introductory paragraph, list of publications (full-text can be uploaded directly to your site or linked to in ScholarWorks or publisher site), curriculum vitae, contact information, areas of expertise, courses taught, honors/awards received, and links to other websites.

If you are interested in setting up a SelectedWorks page or you have questions about ScholarWorks please contact Jennifer Jackson, jmjacks9@uno.edu 280-7168